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https://www.decentrowing.com/800-feel-for-the-load-at-the-catch.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/797-separate-handle-and-seat-movement.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/613-great-drill-to-improve-the-catch-in-one-session.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/495-chasing-the-perfect-catch.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/568-which-is-fastest-blade-entry-techniques-compared.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/556-catch-drill-first-part-of-the-stroke.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/717-how-to-develop-connection-before-the-leg-drive.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/606-shins-vertical-blade-connected-exercise.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/793-hang-at-the-catch.html
https://www.decentrowing.com/367-how-to-get-the-blade-connected-before-the-drive.html

	Comments:: The aim is to understand what makes a good catch and then put into practice.  Please have some film of your rowing before and after following the attached videos and then look at both in conjunction with the attached videos to gain further understanding.

In order to have a fast boat it is important to ensure that the blade is placed and connected to the load (water) before power is applied otherwise the run of the boat is likely to be checked by pressure on the foot plate.
	Video Detail1: Video Notes
	Session Focus Title1: Session Focus
	Session Detail Title1: Session Details
	Day Date and Time1: 
	Video Description1: This video discusses how you can actively put the blade in the water quickly.
	Session Focus1: Focus on putting the blade in quickly before pushing.  Be very careful to not lift the shoulders or bend your arms in doing this drill.
	Session Detail1: The aim is to understand that the blade can go in quickly and therefore be better connected before the push.
	Day Date and Time2: 
	Video Description2: This relatively long video discusses many aspects of the catch and how to execute well.
	Session Focus2: The focus is to understand what a good catch looks and feels like.
	Session Detail2: There is a lot to follow here and please look at the video and see how it matches with your knowledge and experience. 
	Day Date and Time3: 
	Video Description3: The discussion in this video is about the importance of waiting for the load on the oar before pushing
	Session Focus3: It is very important to understand how you pick up the load at the catch before applying the power
	Session Detail3: It is important that the catch is quick and while the seat moves a little while you connect with the load the power should only be applied after the oar is fully connceted with the water.  In other words buried under the water.
	Day Date and Time4: 
	Video Description4: Bec, in this video discussed the importance of separating the upwards movement of the hands from the push with the legs.
	Session Focus4: Understanding how it feels when you push too early is vital and Bec explains the sensation very well. Focus on understanding the feeling in the boat.
	Session Detail4: We suggest practice getting the connection right as described and then deliberately getting it wrong, ie pushing too early.
This will enable you to know easily when you have the connection correct.
	Day Date and Time5: 
	Video to WatchRow1: This video summarises how to focus on the elements in the previous 4 videos.
	Session Focus5: Now that you understand the process of great catch connection this drill should reinforce the catch connection process.
	Session Detail5: Run through the drills in your mind before the session and then repeat them on the water.  If you can have someone film the before and after rowing you can then compare to the videos and see how you have progressed.
	Video1: Blade Entry Speed
	Video2:  Chasing the Perfect Catch
	Video3:  Feel for Load at the Catch
	Video4:  Separate Seat from Handle
	Video5:  Great Catch Drill
	play_af_image: 
	Program Name:  Catch Connection
	Team Name: 
	Technique Notes: The most critical part of the correct technique is to lift the handle with the arms (not shoulders) to put the blade in the water.  When  the bottom of the blade touches the water your seat needs to move until the blade is fully buried.  This is because the boat is moving in relation to the water.  It is important that you do not commence the drive until the blade is buried as this will check the run of the boat.  

These videos will help understand the process and please review them and compare to video of your own rowing.  The additional videos on the right hand side cover some related items that will further assist your understanding of Catch Connection. 

	Extra 1: Another great catch drill to practice blade entry. Quick catch is important.
	Extra 2: Here we demonstrate in a quad the methods to improve catch connection.
	Extra 3: This video demonstrates how to teach catch connection in a sweep boat.  You can make a significant difference to the speed of an 8+
	Extra 4: Hang at the catch - what does it meanThis video provides a great demonstration of hanging off the handle 
	Extra 5: Getting connected before the drive - here are some examples with annotations to assist in understanding.
	Video Heading: Additional Related Videos


